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SQUARE BUDDIES
Square buddies are a unique and innovative tool designed to greatly improve the accuracy and quality of pipe fabrication 
by simply using a common framing square and enabling it to be used easily and efficiently on pipe. This magnetic base set 
allows a pipe fitter to use the square independently, hands free to perform precise measurements. 

Overall 
Length (in)

Height Range 
(in)

Width
Range (in)

Weight 
(lbs) Model No.

3 5.25 - 5.93 8.14 - 9.24 5.25 WSB02M

FEATURES:
» Securely and neatly hold welding torch in place on the top, side 

or underside of work bench or nearby steel structure
» Stainless steel holder, plated steel magnetic base
» Magnetic base allows for quick and easy repositioning

Hold - 
lbs (kg)

Magnet
Diameter (in)

Torch
Type

Height 
(in)

Width 
(in)

Weight 
(lbs) Model No.

41 (18.59) 2.63 TIG 6-3/4 3-1/8 0.75 WTHT01
47.5 (21.54) 3.18 MIG 5-3/4 4 0.90 WTHM01

WELD TORCH HOLDERS

TIGMIG

Hold - lbs (kg) Height (in) Width (lbs) Length (in) Weight (in) Model No.
56.0 (25.40) 6 4-3/8 9-1/8 1.20 GTH01

– 6.5 2 5/8 8 .96 GR01

GRINDER TOOL HOLDERS

FEATURES:
» Sturdy stainless steel holder
» Keep grinder protected and close by
» Magnetic base option allows for quick 

placement and repositioning 

Keep your grinder handy on top or side of steel work benches. Two attachment options available with screws or magnets. Powerful permanent 
magnet holds up to 6” diameter grinder wheels in horizontal or vertical positions, regardless of trigger location. 

» Provides a hands-free, level framing square base for Pipe and Tube Fabrication
» Improves accuracy of square weldments when fitting and steel welding pipe or tube
» Reduces set-up time and allows for hands-free measurements
» Powerful magnets hold the square steel pipes or tubes in any orientation
» Adjustable magnet positions for pipes from 2" O.D. up to 12" O.D.
» Thumb Screws allow for quick set up and firm holding of your framing square
» Sold as a pair, magnets and hardware included

WELDING HOLDERS DEVICES


